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When you decide that you want to create your own application, you need to be aware of the ways
you can do that. This is important for you so that you can be sure of the results you are likely to get
in the end. Itâ€™s also important to know the difference between a Flex project and a Flex application. A
Flex application is the basis of a Flex project; this is where everything is created. A flex project is
what houses all the assets. The asset includes SWF files, Action script and the different types of
Flex Application. Flex Application is like the index or like the html inside any website root folder. The
Flex Application is the base of your application and so this is where everything else is built around.
This makes the Flex application important in the creation of any Application. Various Flex
developers are available in todayâ€™s corporate world. You can get better flex application by hiring Flex
Coders as per your requirements, within your estimated time and budget.

Well, now that you know the difference between the two, you will have a better understanding about
the creation and all that go with it. To get started you need to note carefully that if you have not
created one, there is no place for a singular Flex Application. Thus, you will create a brand new
project. Before doing anything you will need to give the project a name. Whatever name it is, that
will depend on you as an individual. It is also important to note that no spaces or any special
characters in your naming. Secondly, you will be in a position to decide where your Flex project will
live. The Application type specifies whether you would like your Flex Application to run on the web,
or even run as an Adobe AIR desktop Application. Again, that will be your sole decision.

Lastly, you may choose to associate a server technology such as ASP, PHP or the other server
language there might be. On the page that you just created there is normally a tiny question mark at
the bottom, where you may click if you want to learn more about the options when creating a new
Flex Project. Then click finish and you will have successfully managed to create your own
Application. When you are done with all that, you might want to add functionality to the Application.
You set up all the visual components and switch to Design mode; here you find a component panel
that comprises of all the available Flex Components. Before applying any of the components, you
might want to experiment to make best choice of the function for your Flex Application. An important
function for your Application is the Label component. The Label component would be important for
you Application, because its purpose is to display a single line of texts. Once the Label is in place,
you can simply double click on the component and edit its texts.
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